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Scholarly Article Review 

In The Effectiveness of Alcohol-Based Gel for Hand Sanitizing in Infection Control 

Munoz-Figueroa and Ojo (2018), assess whether alcohol-based hand-rub (ABHR) is effective 

in preventing and dealing with infections in healthcare settings. The report finds that there is 

a lack of recent evidence related to the topic. However, from the available evidence, the 

article establishes that ABHR is the disinfectant of choice in many health centers because it is 

effective in fighting infections. It is efficient in both hospitals and private homes when placed 

near bedsides and next to sinks. Its use reduces the prevalence of hygiene-related infections 

among patients with renal diseases. ABHRs are also effective in fighting the microorganisms 

that cause infections in health care settings. They should be used to maintain hand hygiene 

when treating patients known to be BBV positive. Moreover, they can be used at home by 

patients using a PD catheter to prevent peritonitis.  

The information from this article can be used to improve nursing practices by 

encouraging the use of ABHRs for hand hygiene. Their use promotes the safety of patients 

because they assist in controlling pathogens in clinical settings. Hand hygiene is especially 

critical when treating patients with renal issues. Healthcare professionals, patients, and their 

families should maintain hand hygiene both in the wards and during home care. Therefore, 

ABHRs should be provided under high-risk circumstances to improve hand hygiene. 

Munoz-Figueroa and Ojo (2018) also provide critical insights useful in the education of 

patients and their relatives regarding the need to prevent infection by using effective 

disinfectants such as ABHRs. The data from the article will be used to encourage other 

practitioners to use ABHRs in the hospital setting.  
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